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Abstract 
Tmnplatc rnatehing 1 via cross-correlation on Laplacian pyn:unid irnage architec-
tures has been traditionally perfonned in a "eoarse:' to ''fine-~)) faHhion. In the present 
paper, we show that by computing <:ross-correlation within each level of the pyra-
lnid independently, and considering the surn across (expanded) levels, a significant 
improvement in Peak to Correlation Energy (PCE) [9] is obtained. This result is 
illustrated with a nurnber of numeriea.l exan1plcs. 
J(cy wonls: Correlation, Laplacian Pyramid, 'I'mnplatc Matching, Pyra.rnid 
Architectures. 
The image-pyramid format [3] has been used in the past decade as a multi--
resolution image format for a wide variety of applications (see for review [7,4]) 
which include image enhancement, pattern recognition, texture and rnotion 
analysis. Dyer [6] describes a set of possible strategies for performing match-
ing directly on the multi-scale pyramidal representation. Dyer's approach is 
top-down: peaks resulting frorn matches in a coarse representation are consid-
ered first, followed by finer scale windows which are used to verify the presence 
of the object. 1\ilany dif-ferent approaches have been introdncecl so far to take 
advantage of the pyramidal architecture [1,11,12,10], but none specifically ad-
dress the issue of how to improve the peak to correlation Energy (PCE) [9] 
1 Following [5], we use template matching to describe a technique used in order to 
decide if a previously specified templat;e is present in an image. Cross-correlation is 
adopted here as a measure of similarity between template and a region of the image 
edge maps. 
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of the cross-correlation. In the present paper we introduce a modified version 
of the elassical cross-correlation algorithm especially designed for use on the 
Laplacian pyramid, and which, in principle, can be applied to other pyramid 
architectures, as well. 
1 The pyramidal-correlation. 
v..re propose the following new pyramidal-correlation operator ( 0Jl11"): 
nl-·1 
i(x, y) op11 ,. t(x, y) = I: i1(7:, y) o t/(:r, y) 
kO 
(1) 
where nl is the number of levels used in the pyrarnidal-correlation (see Fig. 1). 
<<INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE.>> 
The basic idea is to sum correlations ( o) computed between homologous levels 
of the pyramid. The single correlations can be e!Ticiently perforrned using the 
FFT directly on the representation of the recluc.ed levels 2 . Our motivation 
for eq.(l) is it eliminates cross-band correlation noise. Tlwrefore we expect an 
improvement in the peak to correlation energy (PCE) [9]. This is shown, to 
be correct, both experimentally and analytically in the next section. 
VVe examine the correlation obtained by applying a matched filter to an input 
image i(:x:, y) which contains a template t(1:, y) in presence of additive uncor-
related white noise n(:r, y): I(k, h)= T(k, h) +- N(k, h) (we use capital letters 
for frequency). A convenient definition of PCE, which measures the sharpness 
of the peak (supposed here to be in the center) in the cross-correlation plane, 
is the following [9]: 
I ·( ) l2 \7J T*(k, h)I(k, h) dk dhl
2 
c 0, 0 -oo 
'--'--:'::-'-'-- = {3 - -----
Ec +JJ liT( A:, h) II 2III(k, h) 11 2 dk dh (2) 
··-·00 
where c(:r, y) is the cross-correlation function, and (lis a constant :l. Ec is the 
+oo 
cross-correlation energy: Ec = .ff lc(.T, y) 12 d:r dy. In the case of the pyramidal-
-co 
2 Zero-padding must be introduced if si"cs of image and template differ (most 
con1n1on case), or if sizes are not a power of two. 
3 The value of the constant (J depends on the nonnali"ation term used in the Fourier 
Transf(mrr, sec [2]. 
2 
correlation operator, defined in eq.(l), the PCE is: 
I , ( )!2 ~n~1 f}T1'(k, h)J1(k, h) dk dhl
2 
PCE - Cpy!' 0, () - p 1-0·-00 (3) 
PY1'- E - }Jnl loo 
~PY' I: ./JIIT1(k,h)ii 2 III1(k,h)il 2 dkdh 
1=0·--oo 
Vve now establish conditions for a better PCE in the pyramidal-correlation 
with respect to the traditional cross-correlation. 
Theorem 1 Define the following positive definite q1wntities o(i, .J) by: 
(4) 
where i = 0, .. , N -1, j = 0, .. , M -1, and boUt. c(i, .J) 1md Cpw('i, j) are N x M 
matrices. Then, 
(5) 
if the following inequalil;y hold.s 1 : 
o(o,o):;, o(i,.i) (7) 
PTOo.f: 
First, the pyramidal-correlation lacks the following cross-band frequency terms: 
nl--1 nl---1 
C,(k, h)= L L T"''(k, h)I''(k, h) 
tn::-.::0 n;:;:;:() 
nfm 
(8) 
We can rewrite eq.(:J), introducing o(i,.J) according to eq.(4), and dividing 
both numerator and denominator by 5(0, 0): 
)c " ic(O, O) 12 ( ) 1 1
"PY" = - 2 a(J o) . 2 5(2 o) . 2 · ..... 9 
lc(O, O)l + J(o:o) ic(l, O)l + s(o:o) ic(2, O)l + .. . 
tJ rrlw inequality is true because the pynunida.l correlation docs not contain the 
cross-tenr1s expressed in eq.(8), which are in general noise-~ terrnH. F'urthennore, in 
the traditional cross-correlation, as th" template shifts, the co()flicient: 
00 2 
lc(:x:,y)l 2 = .flt(.r'+x,y'+y)(t(a:',y')+n(1:',y'))* d:~: 1 dy1 (G) 
-00 
will decrease, given the presence of uneorrelated white noise. This decrease is even 
greater for lcpyr(:r:, y)l 2 since the cross-tenrrs increase as the irnage tends to beeonw 
pure white noise. 
3 
Due to the missing terms in eq.(8), E, 2: Epy1• or equivalently: 
lc(O, 0) 12 + lc(1, 0) 12 + lc(2, 0) 12 + ... 2: 6(0, 0) lc(O, 0) 12 + 
0'(1,0) lc(1,0)I 2 + 0'(2,0) lc(2,0)I 2 + ... (10) 
Following from eq.(7) (i.e., :g·,6j :S 1, Vi, .f): 
2 2 2 2 a(l, o) . 2 
lc(O,O)I + ic(l,O)I + lc(2,0)I + ... 2: lc(O,O)I + o(O,O) lc(I,O)I + 
8(2,0) 2 
5( ) lc(2, O)l + ... (11) ( 0,0 
Combining the above inequality with eq.(9) and comparing it with eq.(2): 
In practice the above inequality is a strong one, leading to a considerable 
improvement: nearly an order of magnitude in PCE (sec seetion on numerical 
exam pies). 
2 Numerical examples. 
The condition of 'Theorem 1 expressed in eq.(7) is supported by all om nu-
merical simulations taken on a large database~ of images (see 'I'able 1 for some 
examples, where the images are taken from MA'I'LAB and from the Standard 
Images database of the University of East Anglia (UK) 5 ). 
·--+--Photographer ~-~~~~l~dl ill 
Highest. c5 !5(0, 0) = 1.9 · 10 1 c5(0, 0) = ;).4 · 10 2 -~----:5(0~-0) = 8 7 · I 0 1 
Boats 
Second highest; c5 8(255, 0) = 6.7 · 10 5 c\(255, 0) = 1.2 · 10 ' 1 c\(0, 2Gf>) ''' 1.9 ·10 5 
PCB,,,O,.)' 2.1. 10' 5 2.0. 10 -G 1.7. 10"5 
6.1. 10"2 2.9. 10 l 
Table 1: Value and position of the flrst two peaks of frac-
tionals "c5", and PCEs, for a set of noiseless (256 x 25G) 
images (autocorrelation). Note that the highest peak is 
always 8(0, 0). 
2.7. 10" 1 
0 http:/ jwww.sys. uea.ac. ukjH.esearch/ResGroups/SIP /imagesJ'tp/index.htrnl 
4 
We now numerically demonstrate the advantages of the pyramidal-correlation 
over the traditional one through simulations using white noise added to image 
samples. Table 2 shows peak height (PH), PCE of traditional cross-correlation, 
pyramidal-correlation and cross-correlation energies (E,J These values arc 
obtained by averaging one hundred values of PH, PCE and E, of (the cross-
correlation) superimposed Gaussian White Noise with CJ = 0.004 of the DOG 
(Difference of Gaussians) image of Lenna (256 x 256). 
PH PCE (10- 3) l!Jc 
Traditional 29.75 115.26 76775.83 
Pyramidal 12.37 725.36 2108.53 
Table 2: Performance measure of the pyramidal-
corrc~lation. 
3 Conclusion. 
The pyramidal-correlation has lower energy, as expected, due to the absence 
of cross terms at different bands (see eq.(8)). This is the reason for the smaller 
pyramidal-correlation peaks. The most significant result is the six-times higher 
PCE of the new correlation operator proposed in eq.(l). Pyramidal cross-
correlation, as seen in Fig. 2, is qualitatively much sharper and less noisy than 
the traditional cross-correlation, and the PCE difference is 7 dB. 
<< INSEHT FIGURE 2 IIERE. >> 
Fig. l, shows the PCE as function of the number of levels used, starting 
from levels y,ero and increasing to a eurnulative level n.l · l (the irnagc was a 
25G x 256 image of Lerma), and as a function of noise. 
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Fig. l. Plots of PCE as a function of number of levels (nl) h1r the pyrami-
dal-correlation, summing-up subsequent levels. From top left to boLtom right, the 
Gaussian white noise parameter was: J 1 =: 0, J 1 = 0.05, J 1 = 0. 1, J 1 ~" 0.5. This 
figures shows the noise-robustness of the pyr;;) .. rnidal-correlation a0 a function of nl. 
As a result these examples exhibit a good PCE just by computing the firot three 
levels of the pyramidal-correlation. 
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Fig. 2. The result of applying the pyramidal-correlation to a (256 x 256) image 
of Lenna with a (64 x 64) detail-image of her hat. The top plot shows matching 
peak with the traditional cross-correlation algorithm and the bottom plot shows 
the pyramidal-correlation. Clearly visible is the sharper peak and lower background 
noise in the bottom plot compared to the top one. A Difference of Gaussian (DOG) 
filter was applied to image and template, with rmLsk si2e of 7, and a 1.6 ratio between 
the standard deviations of the excitatory8 and inhibitory Gaussians. 
